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1.

Introduction

Summary
The following document will guide the user through the IWDDS portal to download and
access marine datasets. It will also inform the user about the different types of marine
datasets available through the IWDDS portal.
The user will create an ‘Area of Interest’ using the IWDDS web viewer. They will be able to
download data from the portal using this step by step guide. The guide will use bathymetry
data, in grid (.ers) format as the example. The reasoning for this is that bathymetry data is a
commonly used data type, while .ers formats are compatible across many GIS platforms.
Interactive Web Data Delivery System
The Interactive Web Data Delivery System (IWDDS) provides open and free access to
Ireland’s marine datasets. The marine datasets have been compiled over the years through
several programmes including INFOMAR, JIBS and more recently EMODnet.
INFOMAR
JIBS
EMODnet

INtegrated Mapping FOr the Sustainable Development of Ireland's
MArine Resource Programme.
Joint Irish Bathymetric Survey Project
European Marine Observation and Data network.

IWDDS offers a platform to download several different datasets in multiple formats:
Backscatter – grid (.ers), xyz (.dat), geotiff (.tif)
Bathymetry – grid (.ers), xyz (.dat), Fledermaus (.scene, .sd), Google (.kmz), geotiff (.tif),
zipped ESRI ArcGIS GRIDS
Gravity – grid (.ers), vector (.gdb), xyz (.dat), map (.png), zipped ESRI ArcGIS GRIDS
Lidar – xyz (.dat), geotiff (.tif), Google (.kmz), zipped ESRI ArcGIS GRIDS
Magnetics – grid (.ers), vector (.gdb), xyz (.dat), map (.png), zipped ESRI ArcGIS GRIDS
Metadata – .xml
Reports – .doc, .xls, .pdf
Seabed Classification – zipped ESRI ArcGIS GRIDS
Vector Data – (e.g. survey coverage areas, survey lines, sample locations, shipwrecks) .shp
Offshore Charts – .pdf .zip
A data dictionary defining the different data types and their most common uses
can be found here, page 10.
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IWDDS Web Viewer
IWDDS can be accessed online under the Data & Maps tab through the Geological Surveys
website at: Marine | Geological Survey Ireland or via a direct link at: IWDDS | JetStream.
Below is the IWDDS Web Viewer. To the left of the viewer there are three windows, Layers,
Polygon Coordinates and Quick Start. In the middle is a Map showing the coverage of
available data and the window to the right gives Basic Instructions.

The Layers window contains additional layers, highlighted by the green box below. These can
be viewed on the Map window and will aid in defining an Area of Interest, but you are
unable to query the data from this Map window. To query the data, access the INFOMAR GIS
Viewer from the Basic Instructions window, blue box.

INFOMAR GIS Viewer
The INFOMAR GIS Viewer has been designed to display large raster datasets such as
bathymetry, seabed classification, backscatter and shaded relief datasets.
The INFOMAR Web Mapping Viewer allows the user to query the data, unlike the IWDDS
viewer. It also has increased functionality to allow users to view and explore INFOMAR
datasets. For example, users can now get elevation profiles from the Viewer. Other tools
include Swipe, Identify, Measure, Add Service, Add Shapefiles, Draw, Save Session and Print.
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2.

Data Download

Creating an Area of Interest
The first stage is to define an area of which you require data from. IWDDS allows the user to
create an ‘Area of Interest’, extracting data only relevant to that particular area.
There are three options when choosing and creating an Area of Interest when downloading
data from the IWDDS portal.
 Creating a Polygon
 Insert known coordinates
 Use the Quick Start
However, the creation of a polygon can help define an Area of Interest further. In particular,
if you are carrying out a specific piece of research / work and need to focus in on a study
area. To create a polygon, follow the steps below.
1. Start a web browser i.e. Chrome, from the desktop icon or click Start > Programs >
Google Chrome for an example.

2. Insert the URL https://jetstream.gsi.ie/iwdds/map.jsp or click on the hyperlink.
This will bring you to the IWDDS portal web page as described in page 2.
- Draw a Polygon
- Draw a Rectangle
- Zoom Box
- Pan
- Reset Extent
- Clear Polygon
- Back to Previous Extent
- Forward to Previous Extent
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3. Click the ‘Draw a Polygon’ icon

and proceed to move your mouse over the area

you are interested in.
4. Click more than two points to create a polygon. Double click on the last point to
finalise your polygon. Otherwise, you can use the

Icon to draw a rectangle.

The polygon should outlining your Area of Interest or an area that you wish to retrieve
marine datasets from.
By clicking a point on the GIS Viewer, you create a vector point with assoicated coordinates.
These are viewed in the Polygon Coordinates window (if you intend to re-visit IWDDS to
download data at a later stage from the same Area of Interest, it is recommend to save the
coordinates i.e. saving the polygon).

Creating Polygon

Draw a Polygon Icon
Polygon Coordinates
window

You can also achieve this via the Quick Start menu. For the purpose of this guide, use the
Quick Start tool.
5. Click on the Quick Start drop-down list ‘Choose Map Name/Number’ and select E.2.1.
This is a predefined Area of Interest from the 1:250k map sheet.
6. Click on the ‘Proceed to download’ tab. This will direct you to a new window seen on
the following page.
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Downloading Data
This is where you select what data type you want to download and in what format you want
it in. Examples of all the data types and formats can be found in the Data Dictionary, page
10.

The first heading ‘Select data type, region and theme’ allows the user to select the type of
data that falls within the Area of Interest.
The second heading ‘Examples of available data’ is only a general example of the type of
data that can be sourced from IWDDS. It is not related to the area of interest that you have
just selected i.e. it shows Onshore ArcGIS data.

7. Click on the Data Type drop-down list and select Gridded datasets.
Gridded datasets provides data in a .ers format that is compatible across many GIS software
i.e. QGIS. However, if you are using ArcMap or Fledermaus, download the relevant data type.
8. Click on the Region drop-down list and select the Offshore option.
There is an option to download Onshore data. Otherwise visit the GSI website for this data.
9. Click on the Theme drop-down list and select Bathymetry.
Bathymetry data is a fundamental marine dataset and can be used to create terrain models
or essential requirement in analysis.
10. Click ‘Next’. This will bring you to a new window showing the available datasets
within your Area of Interest.
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The window below indicates the data that falls within the Area of Interest for the chosen
Data Type, Region and Theme i.e. bathymetry gridded data, offshore the continental shelf.

Each dataset will have a unique name and cell size. The cell size indicates the resolution of
the data. The higher the value, either the cell size or within the name, the lower resolution it
is i.e. less detail.
You can either download all the associated datasets by ticking the ‘Download all datasets?’
option, green box above. Alternatively, you can select individual datasets by ticking the
‘Download this grid?’ option, indicated by the blue boxes.
11. Download ‘Grid 1 of 4’ by ticking the ‘Download this grid?’ box. There are also
options to select Data Resolution and the preferred Coordinate Reference System.
12. Click Next.

You will be brought to a new window.

13. Read the Licence Agreement and tick the box indicating that you have read, and
agreed to the Licence Conditions, green box below.
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14. Fill out the form of how you will use the data.

15. Enter your Email Address and click the ‘Submit’ tab.

If you are an existing user, enter your Email address and click Submit. You will get a
notification stating your request has been accepted.

First time users will have to click ‘Register as a new user’ to complete a registration form.
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When IWDDS has extracted and zipped the data, you receive an Email with a link to the
prepared data.

16. Click on the link in the Email and download the .zip file.
17. Open and extract the contents of the .zip file.
18. Click Downloads > out709547751559 > INFOMAR > Bathy > ERS.

For all datasets, the zip file contains copyright information in the file, also seen here, called
Copyright_Disclaimer.txt
For grid datasets:
The dataset file name consists of:
The airborne survey project number (for example, P569)
The dataset theme (for example, tmi for magnetics)
There are two files:
The gridded datafile (no extension)
The associated header (.ers extension)
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For vector datasets (ASCII format):
The dataset file name consists of:
The airborne survey project number (for example, P569)
The dataset theme (for example, tmi for magnetics)
Files:
ASCII format:
The .dat file contains the data
The .des file contains datum and projection information
The .dfn file contains field name definitions and formats
The .ddf file contains instructions for import to an INTREPID dataset
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Data Dictionary
This section provides more detail on the specific INFOMAR data products available through
the IWDDS portal as well as providing basic descriptions of each data type. It is beyond the
scope of this document to provide detailed descriptions on the difference between raster
and vector file formats however more information however a good description can be found
at the following link:
http://gisgeography.com/spatial-data-types-vector-raster/
Before downloading a specific data type, you need to think about what format you need it in
i.e. what software are you planning on using the data with?
If you are using ArcGIS, you would download ArcGIS Grids as they will be compatible.
Data Type
The following are different “Data Types” that are offered by IWDDS;
ArcGIS GRIDS
Raster files in an ArcGIS format.
If you are operating ArcMap as your GIS platform, download these Data Types.
Available for Bathymetry; LIDAR; Gravity; Magnetics; Seabed Classification.
Fledermaus Scenes
Fledermaus scene files (.sd) can be viewed using iview4D software. It can be downloaded at
the following link: http://www.qps.nl/display/main/download
Gives the ability to view 3D bathymetry model.
Google Kmz
A data format to be used on Google Earth.
A simple and user-friendly method of viewing bathymetric data. Simply open the
downloaded Kmz in Google Earth.
Olex Data
Olex is a global bathymetric database compiled from numerous sources more information
can be found at:
http://www.oceandtm.com/olex.html
The Olex datasets are too large to download using IWDDS. Please email jetstream@gsi.ie to
obtain them.
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Gridded Datasets
Primarily includes data such as Bathymetry and Backscatter raster data in a general raster
format
Download if using on MapInfo or QGIS
Bathy; Backscatter; Gravity; Magnetics.
Offshore Geotiffs
A geo-referenced raster image file format for use in multiple GIS based applications.
Bathymetry; Backscatter; Orthomosaic Imagery
Reports
Pdf files of cruise and leg reports as Marine Mammal Observation reports, tide gauge
installation reports and information of coastal geodetic works carried out by INFOMAR.
Offshore Charts
Pdf maps of backscatter and bathymetry data juxtaposed against marine charting or
terrestrial mapping information and for coastal areas a combination of both.
Vector datasets
A dataset consisting of vector points (see link above):
Bathymetry; Backscatter; Gravity; LIDAR; Magnetics; Offshore Shapefile.
Region
There are two regions, Onshore and Offshore. For marine datasets and for the purposes of
this how to guide; select Offshore option. To download Onshore data, see the GSI website.
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Theme
Not all Data Types will have an associated theme e.g. reports. Some Data Types will have
common themes e.g. ArcGRIDs and Gridded Data will share many of the themes below in
common. These are described here briefly:
Bathymetry:
Bathymetry is the marine equivalent to topography. It is the measurement and study of
depth. Bathymetry data is available in multiple formats and resolutions and can be used to
construct digital representations of the seafloor called Digital Terrain Models (DTMs).
Backscatter:
High resolution remote sensing or mapping of the seafloor is generally carried out using
acoustic echo-sounders. Seafloor depth can be measured by recording the amount of time it
takes a pulse of acoustic energy to travel through the water column and the response time
of its corresponding echo once that sound pulse hits the seafloor. As well as determining
the depth of the seafloor beneath the echosounder the strength of the echo is also
measured. A strong echo may correspond to a hard rocky seafloor while a fainter echo may
be the result of the sound pulse hitting a soft muddy seabed. The strength of seafloor
echoes can be plotted according to colour scale (usually greyscale - ranging from black to
white) This method of identifying and discriminating different seafloor compositions is called
backscatter.
Seabed Classification:
Combinations of seafloor acoustic response information (backscatter) and corresponding 3D
terrain morphology (bathymetry DTMs) are used by marine geologists to produce
classifications of differing types of seafloor such as sand, rock, mud etc. These classifications
vary in resolution and detail according to the quality and depth of the input data however,
very useful physical habitat and seafloor classification maps can be produced to provide an
essential baseline dataset for a multitude of marine applications.
LIDAR
The INFOMAR programme typically deals with bathymetric LiDAR which differs in significant
ways from its terrestrial counterpart. LiDAR products and concepts are similar to marine
bathymetry and are available in the same DTM formats.
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Gravity
Gravity is the measure of the force of attraction at any point on the Earth's surface. This
force will vary depending on the rock type present. Gravity surveys are used to locate
sedimentary basins (regions where considerable thicknesses of sediments have
accumulated). These basins are key areas of interest in the search for oil and gas reserves.
Gravity is measured using on-board marine gravimeters
Magnetics
Many rocks have a magnetic component and this magnetic field can be measured by a
magnetometer tow-fish. These maps are used to aid in the production of geological maps
and are also commonly used during mineral exploration. Manmade objects containing iron
and other metals will also produce a magnetic field, so the magnetometer can also be used
to detect shipwrecks and debris on the ocean floor.
For more information please visit: www.infomar.ie or click on the link below:
https://www.gsi.ie/en-ie/programmes-and-projects/marine/Pages/Data-and-Maps.aspx
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3. Appendix
Copyright
This portal is maintained by Geological Survey, Ireland (GSI), an agency of the Irish
Government. Information presented by GSI on the website/portal/viewer/media is
considered public information, copyright of the Government of Ireland and may be
distributed or copied. We encourage the re-use of the information that we produce.
Use of the attribution or logo below is required.
You may download, display, print and reproduce this material in unaltered form only for
your personal, research or non-commercial use or use within your organisation. All other
rights are reserved. Requests and enquires concerning reproduction and rights should be
addressed to the Geological Survey, Ireland.
Publications
GSI reserves editorial rights over any material produced for publication where these datasets
are utilised. Material for circulation outside project team members must be submitted to GSI
at least 4 weeks prior to publication, for review by staff with expert knowledge of these data
and their collection to ensure appropriate usage. GSI must be acknowledged as the source of
these datasets where they are cited.
Value Added
This agreement does not allow these datasets to be sold or form part of any application or
development which is intended to be sold. Where data are used in manipulated or value
added form, to provide a product for a consultancy or to prepare a tradable commodity for
open sale, a royalty may be due to the based on the nature of the product and the number
of copies sold. Any such use of these datasets must be discussed in advance with GSI
Data available for download and re-use is made free and openly available under the Irish PSI
license for the re-use of Public Sector Information. You can download the data licence
agreement here http://psi.gov.ie/files/2010/03/PSI-Licence.pdf.
Please clearly display the following attribution © Geological Survey, Ireland (GSI) for
Geological Data or © INFOMAR/INSS for Marine Data or use one of our logos.
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Disclaimer
While every effort is made in preparing these datasets no responsibility is accepted by or on
behalf of the Geological Survey, Ireland (GSI) for any errors, omissions or misleading
information.
GSI accepts no responsibility for loss or damage occasioned or claimed to have been
occasioned, in part or in full, as a consequence of any person acting, or refraining from
acting as a result of a matter contained in these datasets or as a consequence of using these
datasets for any purpose whatsoever.
Links to other websites are inserted for convenience and do not constitute endorsement of
material at those sites, or any associated organisation, product or service.
In some cases the material may incorporate or summarise views, guidelines or
recommendations of third parties.
Such material is assembled in good faith, but does not necessarily reflect the considered
views of the Irish Government or indicate a commitment to a particular course of action.
Maps, digital data and images on this website are not intended for navigation or to precisely
locate any particular feature.
For further information please contact Geological Survey, Ireland.
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Glossary of Acronyms
INFOMAR Integrated Mapping For The Sustainable Development Of Ireland's Marine
Resource Programme
GIS Geographic Information System
GSI Geological Survey Ireland
MI Marine Institute
IWDDS Interactive Web Data Delivery System
LIDAR Light Detection and Ranging
SVP Sound Velocity Profile
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